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Abstract

Tail ar.isotropy instability during lower-hybrid current rise is

investigated. Tail formation by lower-hybrid waves is studied by using a

Fokker-Planck equation combined with the return field and the rf associ-

ated terms. Quasi-linear relaxation of the electron tail distribution

under the influence of the plasma waves excited due to the instability is

examined.

It is found that the instability condition is related to the

strength of the parallel diffusion by lower-hybrid waves and the ratio of

the electron cyclotron frequency to the electron plasma frequency.

The time scale between the instability spikes and the suppression of

the instability by electron cyclotron heating are also discussed.



§ 1. Introduction

Recently current drive by applying lower-hybrid waves (LHW) has been

studied theoret .cally 12> and experimentally 3"8) with the aim of steady

operation of Tokamaks. In lower-hybrid current drive (LHCD), tail ani-

sotropy instabilities sometimes occur during plasma current rise. 9I0'

These instabilities are essentially the same as runaway electron instabi-

lities induced by anisotropy of temperatures parallel and perpendicular to

the magnetic field. 1 M 3 ) The electrons are accelerated in the direction

of the applied electric field in Ohmic discharges. Those among them whose

velocity exceeds a critical velocity go over to the runaway regime. These

effects are more likely to be encountered in the high temperature and low

density discharges where the critical field ( Dreicer field I4) ) is

lower. The electron velocity distribution function in such cases has a

high energy tail. In this way, an isotropic distribution is produced in

the high velocity region. On the other hand, the electrons suffer quasi-

linear diffusion due to LHW in LHCD. The resonant interactions between

the electrons and LHW flatten the parallel distribution of the electrons.

Thus the parallel energy is effectively raised and the electron distribu-

tion function is made anisotropic. Such anisotropic distribution func-

tions can be unstable against the growth of plasma waves. As a conse-

quence of the plasma wave-electron interaction, the parallel energy of the

electrons is converted into the perpendicular energy.15' These instabili-

ties are observed as abrupt changes and/or relaxation oscillations in

electron cyclotron emission (ECE) signals.

It is well known that the electrons are scattered in pitch angle in

velocity space by the plasma waves excited owing to the anomalous Doppler
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resonance and diffused towards the direction parallel to the magnetic

field owing to the Cerenkov resonance. Such isotropization of the beam is

reported also in the observation of auroral electron acceleration. I6I7)

The quantum-mechanical interpretation of the anomalous Doppler effect is

as follows 18) : The anomalous Doppler resonance condition is written as

huk + ftcoce = hk\\V\\,

where h is the Planck constant, a>fc the angular frequency of the plasma

waves excited, ace the electron cyclotron angular frequency, fcn the

parallel wave number with respect to the magnetic field, un the parallel

velocity of the electron. In the above equation, the radiation of the

plasmon ( hu^ ) is accompanied by the decrease in the longitudinal energy

of the electron ( hk\[i>u ) and the increase in its transverse energy

( huce ). For ujt < fficc , the longitudinal energy is substantially trans-

formed into the transverse energy. Namely, the electron distribution

function is made isotropic.

The instabilities can cause the backward diffusion due to the

Cerenkov resonance of the electrons scattered in pitch angle owing to the

anomalous Doppler resonance. Such relaxation in energy and the ripple

field loss of these electrons are unfavorable from the view point of

plasma confinement. Several authors have investigated the instabilities

for model runaway electron distribution functions. 19"-8) In refs. 29-31,

the evolution of a runaway electron tail driven by dc electric field and

the instability triggered by the Cerenkov or the anomalous Doppler effects

were analyzed. It is also worthwhile to investigate the tail anisotropy

instability during LHCD. In ref. 32, theory of the anomalous Doppler
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instability during LHCD is presented. However, this is substantially

based on the model tail distribution. It is important to examine the

possibility of the tail anisotropy instability for a realistic distribu-

tion function during lower-hybrid current rise, not for a model tail

distribution, since this instability is expected to be sensitive to the

form of the distribution function. On the other hand, it is very diffi-

cult to determine the velocity distribution function experimentally.

Recently bremsstrahlung emission produced by high energy electron tail

during LHCD was measured and compared with one calculated from theoreti-

cally predicted distribution function. 33) It is found that the electron

tail calculated by the Fokker-Planck quasi-linear rf theory li2) gives a

good fit to the experimental data.

In the present paper, tail generation is studied by using a Fokker-

Planck equation combined with the return field and the rf associated

terms. The instability accompanied by the anisotropy of the tail tempera-

tures is analyzed and the instability condition is derived. It is found

that the condition is related to the strength of the parallel diffusion by

LHW and the ratio of the electron cyclotron to plasma frequencies. In

order to investigate the quasi-linear relaxation of the tail distribution

due to the interactions between the electrons and the plasma waves

excited, time evolution of the electron distribution function in two

dimensional velocity space and of the spectz-al wave energy density in two

dimensional wave number space are studied. The modeling for the distribu-

tion function during the instability is described by using the numerical

results, and the quasi-linear relaxation process of the tail distribution

is discussed. The time scale between the instability spikes is also

discussed.
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Electron cyclotron heating (ECU) can increase mainly the perpendicu-

lar energy of electrons, which results in the reduction of anisotropy of

the tail temperatures.34 35) This effect is important in the sence that it

can control the electron distribution function. We study the suppression

of the anomalous Doppler instability by ECH. The decrement rate of the

growth rate of the instability is evaluated and compared with numerical

results.

The organization of this paper is as follows: In § 2 tail genera-

tion by LHW is investigated. In § 3 the onset condition of the tail

anisotropy instability is derived and the quasi-linear relaxation of the

high energy electron tail is investigated. In § 4 ECH-suppression of the

instability is studied. In § 5 discussion and conclusion are presented.

§ 2. Current Rise by LHW

In this section, we study the tail generation by LHW. LHW-electron

interaction is considered diffusion process in velocity space.1 2) Time

evolution of the electron distribution function / during lower-hybrid

current rise under the influence of the induced field and the Coulomb

collision in a uniform plasma is goverened by the equation

wD.,w

Here, Din i s the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient of LHW, -e the elec-

tron charge, mc the electron mass, £ the induced field given by
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In eq.(2), L is the plasma inductance, 1 the driven current rate of

change, Ro the major radius of a plasma. A negative value of £

corresponds to the return field. The last of the r.h.s. of eq. (1) is a

Fokker-Planck collision term.36' In what follows, n<, is the electron

density, ve the electron thermal velocity, VQ the bulk electron collision

frequency, and ED the Dricer field l4' given by

ED = —-o^e • (3)

Equation (1) is normalized by using following quantities;

/ = / Vg / Re , T = VO t , £>LH = ^LH / VOVe ' E = E / ED , U = U|| / Ve ,

w = v± / v£ , and 71 = 71 / meVt , where uj_ is the normal component of

the velocity with respect to the magnetic field and 71 the perpendicular

temperature of the electrons. The steady-state solution to eq.(l) can be

obtained by assuming the perpendicular distribution Maxwellian with the

temperature 71;

where F-ii) is the parallel distribution function. Integrating eq. (1) over

the perpendicular velocity, we obtain for u > 1

dF a fi dF tdF , d , 1 , uF , dF •, ,
dz du du du du uJ du
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We assume that the rf diffusion coefficient is specified as follows;

A , . (D\H (constant) for umin < u S iWii
DLH(U) = i ~ .. . (6)

(.0 otherwise.

Here, uB,n is the lower end of the phase velocity of LHW and vKal is the

maximum velocity prescribed mainly by the accessibility condition of LHW.

The normalized return field is calculated from the rate of change of the

normalized current density ]',

(7)

with

\O )
2 /?0

where a is the minor radius of a plasma. The last of the r.h.s. of eq.(5)

is a one dimensional linearized collision term. In the steady-state,

eq.(5) can be solved to give

F'.u) = F'Unrin) exp ( - -—( - — ) } . .9)

for u S umn and bin > l/u»in • Equation (9) is utilized to derive the

instability condition in the next section.

Me utilize ADI scheme to solve the partial differential equation (1)

numerically, where the last of eq.(l) is a two dimensional linearized

Fokker-Planck term. 28) The boundary condition at the maximum velocity

Umax is /,'0.Lii,ai) = 0, where 0 is the angle between the magnetic field and
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the velocity. We set 14^ = 50 and 0Mar = it . The number of velocity

mesh is 61 x 126 ( 9 x v ). Time step is 0.5 which is normalized by the

bulk electron collision time. The plasma parameters used are T€ = 50

eV, Ti = 20 eV, n« = 1012 cm"3 , St = 13 kG, ft0 = 40 cm, and a = 9 cm.

The initial distribution function is taken to be Maxwellian.

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the driven current density and

the return voltage for Bm = 1 , uBin = 4 ( case I ) and Dm =0.1, umin =

3.5 ( case II ). For both cases the return voltage has the minimum at t =

I ms, and the current rise-up rates are comparable; d]/dr^- 3.1 x 10~5

which reproduces the experimentally observed value.9' However, from the

computation of the growth rate ( eq.(10) ) , we find that the distribution

function in case I is unstable to the tail mode instability and that case

II is stable.

Figure 2 shows the parallel distribution function for case I (a) and

case II (b) at ~ = 2 x 104 ( t = 20 ms ). Clearly the instability

condition is sensitive to the slope of the distribution function in the

region elope to um;n through the magnitude of the rf diffusion coeffic-

ient: Sinc*l the Cerenkov resonance region is corresponding to the region

close to/ the lower velocity end of the LHW spectrum, the finite slope

stabilizes the excitation of the plasma waves because of the strong Landau

damping. The hight of the parallel distribution function at u = u,,jn in

case II is larger than that in case I. Therefore the current rise-up rate

in case II with smaller 5LH ( = 0.1 ) is comparable to that in case I.

In the next section we derive the instability condition and study

the quasi-linear relaxation of the electron tail distribution.
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§ 3. Tail Anisotropy Instability during LHCD

3.1 Instability Condition

When the temperatures parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic

field are introduced and / is assumed proportional to

exp(-ir/2t'i]) exp(-ur/2fi) > tne instability condition is decided mainly by

the competition between the growth rate 7a including the term ( 1 - t± /

fii ) due to the anomalous Doppler resonance and the Landau damping rate

yc due to the Cerenkov resonance. 32) The plasma waves can be excited in

the case where the total growth rate is positive. The first term of the

factor ( 1 - ?i / fii ) comes from 7a which makes a positive contribution

to yQ, and the second comes from •>£ which makes a negative contribution to

7a ( 7a = la + Ya )• When ŷ  > I y" I i.e., t,, > t±, the instability

condition is ascribed to the sign of yj + yc.

In what follows, the instability condition is derived by using the

parallel distribution function given by eq.(9). Generally the linear

growth rate of the electrostatic wave in a uniform magnetic field is given

by 37)

where a^ is the electron plasma angular frequency and Jn the Bessel

function of the first kind of order n. For the distribution function

given by eq.(9)
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where Uk = Uk/u>pe > &te = uCe/<>ipe . and £ = fc/fco, fco t h e Debye wave number.

The cold plasma wave dispersion relation in the electrostatic

approximation i s given by

..2 1-2 ,,2 i-?
= 0 .

a£— Wee fc2

We restrict ourselves to the low density case, uce > upe . When ate

the dispersion relation is approximated by

e T i.e., <* =a < = T > . 04)

The growth rate which is a function of ( £ , 0 ) is transformed into that

of ( Uc , a ) by using

uc = |£- = £-', (15a)

a = cos0 = -̂ f. (15b)

We obtain

7e = - I TT- F(u=Ue), (16)

y-a - - I f J f o - ^ 4 F(u=U c^). (18)
2 D 2&ta+afc) "S a
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In the limit, I 9a I < 9a• the total growth rate is given by

9 ~~ 7c + 9Q • As the region of u S u,,;n can be assumed plateau region,

and

76 = — -k^uc. (20)

The restrictions for destabilizing the plasma waves are as follows;

Uc > Umin (210)

( for avoiding the strong Landau damping ),

and

^ ) < Vmax ' (21b)

j" satisfying the anomalous Dopplcr resonance condition ).

These restrictions are rewritten as

< Uc < - ^ a - , :22a)
1+

and

1 > a > ^ " ^ ( HEE a. jn(uc) ). :22b)

From the expressions (19), (20), and (22b)
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:23b)

Thus the upper limit of the total growth rate is determined by the value

at a - aa,,, t/c for each uc . The r.h.s. of the inequality (23b) is a cubic

polynomial with respect to uc. The condition that the total growth rate

can be positive for uc > uai-n is uco > uB,-n , where uco is the positive

zero-point value of the cubic polynomial;

;24)
V ^c% £>mi'max

Therefore the instability condition is reduced to

2 -• 1 < £>LHl max ,o-,

cc < —* ~ 5: 5—. (.25)

Thus the decrease in ô -e can lead to the instability. When ĉ c = 4 and

I'aui = 50- t^e threshold value of but is 0.64. This is consistent with

the previous results; case I ( Dm = 1 ) is unstable and case II ( Dm =

0.1 ) is stable.

3.2 Quasi-linear Relaxation of Electron Tail Distribution

In this subsection, we study the quasi-linear relaxation due to the

instability of the electron tail distribution. Time evolution of the

velocity distribution function of electrons interacting with LHW and the

plasma waves excited due to the high frequency instability under the
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influence of the Coulomb collision is governed by the equation

The third of the r.h.s. of eq.(26) is the quasi-linear diffusion term due

to the plasma waves excited, which is given by J7 •w);

at QL an, '

-Ve 1 6 d r, , -r, I 3 3 , .

d ^ Zk d *-k r::. 28)

n - a - £ f /A- k-v-L 2 !±±. s ..,_.. i. ,. pa.
Ua - o .. n a k _ .. ., tk o.u-i ^ c e .̂i ii ., <ia,

where 0c and Da are the diffusion coefficients due to the Cerenkov reso-

nance and the anomalous Doppler resonance, respectively. Spectral wave

energy density tik is determined by

~ = 2 ( ye + ya -kvo ) Ek. 301

6\i)k-uce-k,.Vr. ); 32.)

where yc and ya are the linear growth rates due to the Cerenkov resonance

and the anomalous Doppler resonance, respectively, and vo the collisional

damping rate.
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The initial distribution function is that at r = 2 < 104 in case I

( see Fig. 2(a) ). Figure 3 shows the contour of the initial distribution

function (a) and the perpendicular temperature (b) defined by

r du w iiit fy
Jo

dui w

In Fig. 3(b) the perpendicular temperature is unity in the region close to

u = 0 and enhanced in the region of I u I S um,n. This is due to the

collisional pitch angle scattering.

We solve numerically eqs.(26)-(32). The parameters concerned with

wave number space ( 0 , £ ) are as follows; icmtn = 0.02 which corresponds

to the Cerenkov resonance velocity uc = 50 ( = vmax ) and fcmal = 0.3 which

corresponds to n = 3.3, so the plasma waves with £ > £nax suffer the

strong Landau damping. The mesh number is 91 x 211 ( © x £ ) with

0 M = | and

5 x io"4 ( £ B i n s £ g o . i ) ,
4 x io" 3 (O.i a £ < £ n a i ) .

Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the contour of the electron distribu-

tion function. In Fig. 4(a) , at t = 0.5 (is, the pitch angle scattering

effect due to the anomalous Doppler resonance is seen in the higher

velocity region. The pitch angle scattered electrons form the bump on the

distribution function. Figure 4(b) , at t = 0.64 /JS, shows that the pitch

angle scattering effect in the higher velocity region is in an advanced

stage. Further the pitch angle scattered electrons suffer the backward

diffusion due to the inverse Landau damping by the bump on the distribu-
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tion function. This results in the flat distribution in the Cerenkov

resonance region. Figure 4(c) , at t = 0.76 IJS, shows that the backward

diffusion effect becomes more appreciable. In Fig. 4(d), at t = 0.934 ps,

the region of positive slope accompanied by the backward diffusion is

merged with the bulk region. Figure 5(a) shows the parallel distribution

at t = 0.934 /js. Almost flat distribution is seen in the Cerenkov reso-

nance region. In this way, one spike of the instability is roughly

completed in the time scale which is comparable to the bulk electron

collision time ( -̂  1 fis ).

Next we describe the modeling for the distribution function during

the instability using the numerical result (Fig. 5(a)) as follows. Higher

velocity region close to the maximum velocity }.'Bar does not satisfy the

anomalous Doppler instability condition. Therefore this region is

unchanged temporally in the process of the quasi-linear relaxation. On

the other hand, the anomalous Doppler resonance region of the velocity

lower than vmax is made isotropic owing to the pitch angle scattering

effect. This results in the residual peak near vmax in the parallel

distribution. Subsequently the plasma waves are excited via the Cerenkov

resonance with the positive slope part of this peak. Thus the plasma

wave-electron interaction forms a plateau also in this higher velocity

region. The distribution function is made isotropic in the anomalous

Doppler resonance region and flattened in the lower Cerenkov resonance

region ( lower plateau region ). From the above consideration, the

parallel distribution function during the quasi-linear relaxation is

modeled as follows:
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Fo(u) for u < Uc ( roughly Naxuellian region ) ,

F(uc) for uc S» Udi ( loiter plaieau region ),

F(ud\) exp( - U - ' ) for Ud\ s- u ^ Ud2 i isotropic region ), ^33)
2Td

F'UJZ) for Udz ^ ur ( higher plateau region ),

Fo'u) /or u S ur ( residual region ) .

Here, FQ (U5 is the initial distribution function before the onset of the

instability, and td the normalized parallel temperature in the isotropic

region ( Udi §> u s= uj? ) • From the continuity at u = u^z »

(34)

From the particle conservation ;

f ' du Fo(u) = / 'du F(u),

J du F0(u) - Fo(Ur) ( ur -
(35)

where $fx) is the error function. Equation (34) shows that Ud2 has

logarithmic dependence on F(u c), so VJZ i
n eq. (35) can be evaluated as

F(uc) ~ Fo'uc) in eq.(34). Figure 5(b) is the parallel distribution

function given by eq. (33) with uc = 3.6, ud] = 27.2, uT = 49.2, and td =

300, where uc, mi , and u, are determined appropriately to fit the numeri-
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cal result, and 7d is roughly t± at t = 0.934 ps. These parameters give

Ud2 =41.5. Fairly good agreement is seen between the distributions shown

in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). This justifies the quasi-linear relaxation

process mentioned previously in modeling the distribution function

( eq.(33) ) during the instability.

Experimentally the instability shows a behaviour in the form of the

relaxation oscillations. The time scale between the instability spikes

can be estimated under the assumtion that a flat distribution extended to

the higher velocity region owing to the parallel diffusion by LHW may

trigger the anomalous Doppler instability. We solve again eq.(1) with the

initial distribution shown in Fig. 4(d) to find the time scale between the

instability spikes.

Figure 6 shows the time evolution of the growth rate with

0 = \, k = 0.248 which is the maximum at t = 20 ms in case I in § 2. In

the figure the growth rate y^ is normalized by the collision frequency

VQ. n is saturated in about 1 ms. The rise time of the growth rate is

about 0.5 tns. This rise time is much shorter than that in the case where

the initial distribution is Maxwellian ( see Fig. 8 ) and is consistent

with the period of the relaxation oscillations observed experimentally;

five to ten spikes are seen during 5 ms experimentally.9' Figure 7 is the

parallel distribution function at t = 0.5 ms, which shows that a flat

distribution is formed by LHW. Thus the time scale between the instabi-

lity spikes observed daring lower-hybrid current rise can be explained by

the elapsed time for a long flat tail formation due to the parallel

diffusion by LHW.
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§ 4. Suppression of Instability by ECH

Experimentally the tail anisotropy instabilities were suppressed by

ECH.3*'3^ The electrons are diffused mainly in the perpendicular direction

in velocity space by ECH, which leads to the increase in the perpendicular

temperature and hence the suppression of the instability induced by the

temperature anisotropy made by the parallel diffusion due to LHW.

In this section, we study the stabilization of the instability by

ECH. The effect of ECH is evaluated as follows: 2CH term is taken

(36)

with DEC the diffusion coefficient of electron cyclotron waves (ECW).

Assuming the perpendicular distribution Maxwellian with the temperature

T± and integrating eq.(36) multiplied by \ vr over w, we obtain

~<JxF) = 2 DEc F. (.37)

Equation (37) shows that t± is increased by ECH, which results in the

increase in I 9a I given by eq.(18). This may lead to the stabilization of

the instability. From eqs. (18) and (37), the rate of change of the

growth rate is given by

dr dr f±,o
'38)

where 9a.0 and 71.0 a r e the values of 9a and t± immediately before the

ECW pulse.
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We investigate numerically the stabilizing effect by ECH. We add

the ECH term ( eq.(36) ) to the r.h.s. of eq.(1) and study the change of

the growth rate with 0=j and £=0.248. ECW-electron resonance region,

u^n S u i u^a , is estimated by use of the results of ECW power deposi-

tion obtained from the ray tracing calculation based on the geometrical

optics approximation. 39' The electromagnetic dispersion relation for ECW

is given by G s I G(u.fc) I = 0 , where

G =

XT

9
Q —

£--z "̂~ —^"-1 ^-X
or

tu - ^
or

czz + %fc
or

E,B

C2

,,2 .,2 v 2. Tw r
>, n 4r/ dui ui /
„ JO J-oo

dun A,,

(39)

(40)

= - ^ £ n 4 , r <
fc±a „ Jo J

4- v±

l)|| Jnn (42)

(43)

^ = 1 - 4 £i- r°dui
Jo

2a

Z\\V\\ — x-r na c e

A.,

(44)

45)

(46)
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dr
dr

dG
dk'

dk
dr

dG
a?'

dt
dr

dG
du'

Here, the argument of the Bessel function Jn is k±v±/ace and c is the

speed of light. The ray equations given by

(47)

are solved, where T is a measure of the distance along the trajectory.

The waves are damped in proportion to e"r , where r is the optical thic-

kness which is given by

(48)

with .'Vj_R and N±i the real and imaginary parts of the perpendicular refrac-

tive index, and GR the real part of G. In calculating Ni; from the

dispersion relation G = 0, only n = 1 resonance ( fcn vii-co+coce = 0 ) is

taken into account. ECW is injected normally to the major axis with the

frequency fce = 35 GHz and the parallel refractive index N\\ = 0.67 from

the outside of the torus. These parameters are based on WT-2 ones. The

minor cross section of a plasma is devided into the two regions; one is a

center core region r s£ 6 cm including the electron cyclotron resonance

(ECR) layer /?£CR -̂  36 cm from the major axis of the torus. The electron

distribution function in this region is assumed to be given by the tail

one shown in Fig. 2(a). The other is a Maxwellian distribution region.

It should be noted that ECW is damped mainly by the tail distribution in

the center core region before arriving at the ECR layer. The deposited

power spectrum P(fcn ) in the center core region is transformed into P(vn )

by using the resonance condition fcnii||-a+ace = 0. We obtain the resonance

region u^n = 10 and uj£i = 30.
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Figure 8 shows the time evolution of the growth rate yi<. The growth

rate in the case without ECH is shown by the solid curve. The broken

curve indicates one with 60; =0.5 and the ECW pulse duration time 20 -

24 ms. The growth rate is dramatically decreased by ECH. Figure 9 shows

the time evolution of the growth rates yc, y],, 7b , and yK during 2 0 - 2 1

ms in the case with ECH. In the figure yc and y^ are almost constants.

Therefore the increase in I 7̂  I leads to the stabilization of the

instability. The growth rate % changes linearly with time; dyk/dt -^

-12/ms. This is consistent with the theoretical value ( eq.(38) ) ;

-|rj ~ 2 £>Ec vo ~^- ~ - 6.5/ms,

with fj..o = 100 ( Fig. 3(b) ) , y'i0 = - 0.65 ( Fig. 9 ) , and VQ1 = 1 us.

The spread of the distribution function in the perpendicular direction is

seen in the contour of the distribution function (Fig. 10(a)) and the

perpendicular temperature (Fig. 10(b)) at t = 24 ms in the case with ECH.

Figure 11 shows the time evolution of the driven current density and

the return voltage. The cases with and without ECH are shown by the

broken and solid curves, respectively. As is seen in the figure, ECH can

lead to the additional current increase. This is based on the theory of

current drive by the asymmetric plasma resistivity *0' and the improving

current generation by ECW. 4I) Such additional current increase by ECH is

also found experimentally in WT-2.
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§ 5 Discussion and Conclusion

We have investigated the tail anisotropy instability during plasma

current rise by LHW and derived the instability condition. The instabi-

lity can occur in the case where a high energy electron tail is produced

by lower-hybrid parallel diffusion. The instability condition is sensi-

tive to the slope of the distribution function in the Cerenkov resonance

region through the strength of the parallel diffusion by LHW. Further we

have found that the decrease in the ratio ate/cope can lead to the instabi-

lity.

The time scale between the instability spikes can be explained by

that for the flat tail formation due to the parallel diffusion by LHW.

Suppression of the instability and the additional current increase by ECU

have been numerically confirmed.

In recent experiments on lower-hybrid current rise, 9I0' the second

harmonic ECE is gradually increased with plasma current. This shows that

the perpendicular electron temperature is enhanced during current rise.

In the midst of current rise, the abrupt change in ECE due to the tail

anisotropy instability was seen, though the change was slight in JIPPT-

IIU. These are explained as follows: The gradual increase in ECE comes

from the enhancement of the perpendicular temperature due to the colli-

sional pitch angle scattering effect. This is because the slowing down

rate and the perpendicular diffusion ( deflection ) rate are comparable

for high energy electrons; the perpendicular diffusion can have important

effects on high energy electron dynamics.42^ Thus the distribution func-

tion is originally broadened in the perpendicular direction, so the pitch

angle scattering due to the anomalous Doppler resonance is not as effec-
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tive as that in runaway discharges. This is also because the maximum

velocity in LHCD is smaller than that with dc electric field: The elec-

tron distribution function is more anisotropic in the latter case. This

may be related to the fact that the tail anisotropy instability is not

always observed in LHCD.

In JIPPT-IIU the enhancement of the instability is seen with the

increase in the plasma density. 43) This is consistent with the instabi-

lity condition (25), because the increase in the plasma density leads to

the decrease in ate . The time scale between the instability spikes

obtained in the present work is also consistent with the experiment.9J

In the present work, the return field effect on current rise-up rate

is not very significant, since the induced field is not so large. In

ref. 44 the role of the runaway electrons produced by the back emf induced

by lower-hybrid current rise has been reported.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Time evolution of the driven current density and

the return voltage. Solid curve; 6LH = 1

and uBjn = 4 (case I). Broken curve;

DLH = 0.1 and umin = 3.5 (case II).

Fig. 2 Parallel distribution function for case I (a) and

case II (b) at t = 20 ms.

They are truncated at the value 5x 10"3 .

Fig. 3 Contour of the distribution function (a) and

perpendicular temperature (b) for case I

at t = 20 ms.

Fig. 4 Contour of the distribution function at t = 0.5 ps (a),

t = 0.64 us (b), t = 0.76 ps (c), and

t = 0.934 ps (d).

Fig. 5 Parallel distribution function at t = 0.934 MS (a)

and that given by eq. (33) with uc = 3.6, UJI = 27.2,

Udz = 41.5, ur = 49.2, and td = 300 (b).

They are truncated at the value 5* 10~3 .

Fig. 6 Time evolution of the growth rate Jk

with 0 = § and £ = 0.248.
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Fig. 7 Parallel distribution function at t = 0.5 ms, which is

truncated at the value 5* 10~3 .

Fig. 8 Time evolution of the growth rate %

with 0 = 3 and £ = 0.248 in the cases

without ECH ( solid curve ) and with ECH ( broken curve ).

ECW pulse duration time is 20 - 24 ms.

Fig. 9 Time evolution of the growth rates 7C, •>£, 7^,

and yk with © = § and ic = 0.248 during 20 - 21 ms

in the case with ECH.

Fig. 10 Contour of the distribution function (a) and

perpendicular temperature (b) at t = 24 ms.

Fig. 11 Time evolution of the driven current density and the

return voltage in the cases without ECH ( solid curve )

and with ECH ( broken curve ).

ECW pulse duration time is 20 - 24 ms.
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